
2/3/72 
Dear F..a.try, 

Not until I saw the part of the Dallas AP story on Trapnell did one of its potentials 
dawn on rae. It should have last night when you read the full text to rae. There is, I think, 
a great story in how those paranoid Cubans attempted to misdirect the entire course of the 
FBI's investigation of botn  Lenaody assassinations. I have aaost of this already written. It 
is part, I should say parts because there is a relevant separate section, of what had to 
be eliminated from COUP for FRaili—UP. It involves all aorts of people, the CIA, lien today 
prominent in Republican politics, including the candidate for 'overnor in "uouisiana (I've 
not seen the renultn of yesterday's election), the Republican Dada County (Fla.) chairman, 
a committee active in the Nixon Agnew campaign, etc. I have for an on this a good 'selection 
of FBI reports other than those referred to in the AP dispatch. (I'll not be surprised if 
you learned from "ary that she was the origin of the Dallas hews story, for the name was;. 
immediately fori1iar to me, but between the damage to the thumb, the need to go to the 
doctor about it, and company, I was not able to do anything until the company left, which 
is when I called you.) 

I am not so much proposing a story for your paper or syndicate as for a magazine. 
As a last resort, I think on of the men's Magazines would' go for it. n bettor market 
might be possible. The FBI reports I  have are lovely —and the maldn's of a fruitcake, 
that nutty. The limited use of one hand impels me not to dig into a jammed file to elctract 
that xeroxed book (I do have it copyrighted), but i  think there say be links between the 
seemingly different incidents. More, it would be difficult for me to take the relevants 
pages out to sand you. hot impossible. 

One of the guys, an anglo, actually tried to finger a nephew of Trotsky as soon as 
Ruby killed Oswald. He was CIL. and was and remains involved in Cuban activities. Var—right. 
Failure to look into him if but one of Garrison's defects. I did to the degree I could. 
This stuff ties in with Walker (and I have F:31 r.qx)rts on that) and the zany who actually 
did establish for Oswald his cover as a red, which we was not.    

This note is so you can think of the pos:dbiliti,-.5 if I do not ._;e to call you 
later or if you are not then.in or free. 

On the chance we can and do get toegther on something like this, please sued me' 
stets of ,ihat you read from your morgue. While I think none of it rings a bell, it would 
be het.;er to run it through my mind and files and other sources availAbla,near here. 

If you can keep up with the recent developments in the hanrahan story, I'd ad- ruciate 
copies for the completion of that file. Locally nothing api.eared in the edition- ,fe.get.Sone 
time in the future another Larry might have on interest. 1  plan no farther writing on it. I 
do, by the way, have or co!)17 of the :o-..nald jury report annotated. 

Best, 


